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TIMELY HINTS FOR FARMERS.

HONEY VINEGAR.

No. 60, JULY 30, 1906.

The desirability of utilizing honey washings and waste for
vinegar making has been pointed out in Timely Hint 48 on Bee
Products in Arizona. Hitherto only a small amount of honey
vinegar has been produced locally, although cider and distilled
vinegar demand an unusually high price in the home market,
and are supplied by Eastern makers. The vinegar usually
retailed is made by diluting "Triple extract" with two or three
volumes of water. It retails at 15 cents per quart, including
the bottle, and varies greatly in strength. On the other hand,
the local producer is usually discouraged by the length of time
required to put "the sparks'7 into his product. This delay
requires the long investment of his valuable capital. In the
meantime the hoops rust off his casks, and they begin to leak.
Moreover, the intense heat of summer, where proper protection
is not given, occasions the evaporation of alcohol and acetic
acid. It also retards the activity of the vinegar bacteria and
finally degenerative fermentations take place, which decrease
the strength of his product.

ARIZONA HONEY VINEGAR.

The method of making honey vinegar, now in use among
farmers, often results in the loss of enormous quantities of
saccharine material, which would have been fermented, had they
been treated differently. This fact is brought out most strik-
ingly by the following analyses of a small number of samples
collected within the Territory:

Acetic
acid

Unfermented Mineral
matter matter

1. Fort Lowell.
2. Phoenix.
3. Buckeye.

2.11%
4.24%
3.81%

0.87% 0.29%'o
22.81% 0.39%

6.58% 0.44%
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No. 1 is a vinegar, six months old, in which the honey is
nearly all fermented to alcohol, but is still undergoing acetic
fermentation.

No. 2 is a very striking example of the loss of saccharine
matter. Alcoholic fermentation is very seriously retarded by
even small percentages of free acid and in this case it is doubtful
if any of the remaining sugar ever becomes vinegar. Further-
more, the unfermented honey sweetens the sourness to such an
extent that it tastes but slightly more acid than a vinegar of
half its actual strength.

No. 3 also shows considerable material which escaped fer-
mentation. This is often due to adding fresh washings to
partially made vinegar. The alcoholic fermentation must, in all
cases, precede the acetic, for even small amounts of acetic acid
greatly retard or entirely prevent the activities of the yeast
cells. In other words, acetic acid is a direct poison to yeast,
and no further addition of washings or honey should be made.

THE ALCOHOLIC FERMENTATION.

As already indicated, we notice that the process of chang-
ing sugar to acetic acid takes place in two principal stages.
First, sugar to alcohol; second, alcohol to acetic acid. The
first stage is the work of the yeast cells; the second, that of the
acetic acid forming bacteria. In attempting to shorten the time
required for these changes, we must, therefore, provide those
conditions which are most favorable for their development in
the order named. The most essential conditions for the rapid
development of any micro-organism are a complete nutrient
medium and a suitable temperature.

Honey diluted with ordinary well water falls far short of
meeting the first requirement, i. e., providing sufficient and
proper food for the yeast. From the honey analyses given in
"Timely Hint" No. 48, we at once notice the very small amount
of mineral matter, ranging from 0.06 to 0.46 per cent, and of
nitrogenous matter, which was about 0.25 per cent (0.04 per
cent nitrogen.) For their best development, yeast cells make
the same demand for sufficient potash, phosphoric acid and
nitrogen on the medium in which they grow as the field crops
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do. The time in which yeast will convert a given amount of
sugar into alcohol, depends not only on the temperature, but
upon the quantity of each of these fertilizing substances present.

These facts were put to test by means of a series of cultures
similar to those often made with grain in pot experiments.
Six flasks of about 400 c. c. capacity were fitted with sulphuric
acid valves, by which the free escape of carbonic acid gas was pro-
vided for, but the evaporation of moisture prevented. Exactly
250 c. c. of dilute honey, containing 400 grams of honey in
2000 c. c. of well water, were placed in each flask. The well
water supplied sufficient lime and magnesia. Flasks 1 and 2
received no further fertilizer. Flasks 3 and 4 received 1 part
per 1000 (0.25 grams) of ammonium chloride each. Flasks 5
and 6 received the same amount of ammonium chloride and,
in addition, 1 part per 1000 of potassium phosphate. Each
flask was then inoculated with 10 c. c. of yeast culture made
from a boiled potato with a little sugar and commercial hard
yeast. The cultures, with flask and sulphuric acid valve, were
weighed at the start and once a week afterwards. The loss
in weight, due to the evolution of carbonic acid gas, is a measure
of the activity of the yeast cells. The following abridged table
shows these losses:

TOTAL LOSS IN GRAMS, AT THE END O# EACH PERIOD, DUE TO

EVOLUTION OF CARBONIC ACID GAS.

No.

1
2

Ave.

3
4

Ave.

5
6

Ave.

Nutrient

None
None

Ammonium chloride
Ammonium chloride

Am. chlor. and Pot. phos.
Am. chlor. and Pot. phos.

1st
week

4.36
4.74

4.55

7.99
7.96

7.98

10.39
11.27

110.83

2nd
week

7 40
7.89

7.65

11.96
11.65

11.8

16.79
17.08

16.94

3rd
week

9.87
10.47

10.17

4th
week

11 S3
12 37

11,95

13.8ll 14 82
13.34| 14.53

13.58

17.62
18.01

17.82

14.68

17.94
18.26

18.10

5th
week

12.52
13.53

13.03

15.28
15.26

15.27

18.03
18.36

18.20

6th
week

13 52
14,71

14.12

15 78
16 24

16.01

18.11
18.40

18.26

10th
week

1631
17.76

17.04

17.13
17.61

17.37

13th
week

17.18
18.28

17.73

17.43
17.89

17.66

1

Per cent
alcohol by
wt. in wine
produced

7.04
7.42

7.23

6.69
7.09

6.89

7.12
•6.98

7.05

This experiment shows that the addition of ammonium
chloride alone accelerated the fermentation in the early stages,
but that complete fermentation was secured very little sooner
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than with unfertilized, diluted honey. When both ammonium
chloride and potassium phosphate were added, the fermentation
was practically complete at the end of the third week.

A number of small casks of dilute honey, containing about
10 per cent of sugar, were then prepared and one part each of
ammonium chloride and potassium phosphate per 1000 were
added. One of the casks was left to catch wild yeast from the
air, and the others inoculated with good cake yeast. The fer-
mentation was a day slower in starting from the wild yeast,
but after two weeks, was as nearly complete as those that had
been inoculated. The percentage of alcohol produced, however,
was somewhat lower than with the commercial yeast. This
may have been due to a mixed fermentation. As is well known,
different species of yeast produce different fermentations, some
yielding more alcohol from sugar than others. The fermenta-
tion is never purely alcoholic, for some glycerine and succinic
acid are always formed, and sometimes lactic fermentation takes
place. A commercial yeast has probably been selected to give
a pure alcoholic fermentation. The brewer and distiller are
very careful about the yeast they use, because the quality of
their product depends so greatly upon it. Thus it would always
be advisable to add a little pure yeast as a starter. The added
expense is insignificant. Some of the Experiment Stations,
moreover, have found such a practice to shorten appreciably
the time required to make cider vinegar.

The cider produced from fermented honey, makes a very
palatable beverage, especially if used at just the right time.
This cider, though of lighter color, resembles apple cider very
much. The wine obtained by adding a small amount of vinegar
to the completely fermented honey, after it has cleared up, can
scarcely be distinguished from a grape wine, and has a very
clean, pleasing flavor. In all cases, the cask must be perfectly
clean. It should be steamed, or, at least, thoroughly scalded,
before the diluted honey is put in. One of the casks used in
these experiments was slightly tainted, and, although thoroughly
soaked and cleaned with cold water, the fermented honey took
on a most disgusting flavor. Ordinarily, if the honey undergoes
a rapid fermentation, the honey flavor is practically obliterated.
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THE ACETIC FERMENTATION.
Having once obtained good wines and insured practically

the complete fermentation of the sugar, we are ready to arrange
the best conditions for the rapid oxidation of the alcohol to
acetic .acid. This is accomplished by the vinegar bacteria
known to science as Mycoderma aceh or more accurately as
Bacterium aceh, and other allied species. There remains then
only to know the conditions most favorable for the activity of
these organisms, and we will know the way in which to produce
honey vinegar in a minimum amount of time. This way,
fortunately, has been clearly marked out for us, since the suc-
cess of the carefully worked rapid processes of vinegar making
depend upon it.

The vinegar bacteria require, above all else, abundant
supplies of oxygen, best furnished as fresh air. They tolerate
rather strong alcohol, but do not flourish In solutions of over
10 per cent. They develop only slowly in very weak acid solu-
tions, but increase in activity, as the acid becomes stronger.
At about 2 per cent acetic acid, and 75 degrees to 85 degress
Fahrenheit they find their optimum conditions.

Rapid process: By the rapid process, these conditions are
so well fulfilled that complete acetification takes place in a
very few days, or even hours. One part by volume of ordinary
alcohol is diluted with 10 parts of water, and sufficient strong
vinegar added to give the total about 1 per cent of acetic acid.
This mixture is allowed to percolate slowly through rather deep
vats filled with beech-wood shavings, which have been boiled
and afterwards inoculated with vinegar bacteria. The vat is
provided with a perforated false bottom, between which and
the real bottom rows of holes, slanting downward, are bored
through the sides of the vat. When the generator is working
properly, a match flame will be drawn into these holes. The
rapid oxidation of the alcohol generates much heat, which, if
not controlled, will result in the volatilization of alcohol, alde-
hyde and acid. When there is danger of loss by heating, some
of the holes are plugged. No metal can be used in such a factory
as the acid vapors corrode it very rapidly. The piping is all of
glass with rubber connections, and the necessary pumps are of
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hard rubber The dilute alcohol is distributed evenly over the
surface of the shavings with a glass Barber's mill.

A. very good vinegar was produced in this laboratory with
a simple apparatus, consisting of a keg filled with beech-wood
shavings over which dilute alcohol was allowed to trickle from
a vessel arranged above. Due to the small* size of the appara-
tus, the dilute alchool had to be passed through it several times
to accomplish complete oxidation. The temperature frequently
reached 95 degrees Fahrenheit and there was, consequently,
considerable loss. A small rapid process apparatus, while quite
effective, would hardly prove satisfactory in the hands of the
farmer, as it requires too much supervision. A large plant,
however, located in a good bee district, where washings and
waste honey can be obtained in quantity, should prove remu-
nerative, especially if combined with a general pickling business.

Cask process. On the farm, however, the most practical
method is the open cask. In this case the formation of vinegar
is most rapid when the bacteria form a film on the surface of
the liquid. Under such conditions, the writer has observed the
formation of acetic acid at the rate of one-tenth per cent a day.
The film, however, rapidly becomes heavy, and is submerged,
after which the acetification takes place much more slowly.
The film, therefore, should be preserved. Shaking, or adding
fresh wine, is sure to destroy this film if present and for that
reason the vinegar barrel should never be disturbed. To obtain
a good supply of air, the cask should be not more than two-
thirds to three-fourths full.

k modification of a French generator, devised at this Sta-
tion, will prove especially serviceable where only small amounts
of honey wine are to be made into vinegar from time to time.
A good wine or alcohol barrel is carefully painted on the outside
to prevent corrosion of the hoops. A vent hole is now bored
in each end of the cask near the chine on the side next the bung
and covered with a fine screen to keep out insects. At the
bottom of one end a spigot is inserted, and a perpendicular row
of gimlet holes bored and fitted with wooden plugs to act as a
gauge. Fresh wine, which must first be fully fermented, can
be added from time to time through a tube passing in at the
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contained as much as 1 per cent of acid, have suddenly become
infected and lost all acidity in a few weeks.

THE MAKING OF HONEY VINEGAR.

Apple juice of good quality contains, usually from 10 to 12
per cent of sugar and yields a vinegar containing 6 or 7 per cent
of acetic acid. In making vinegar from honey it is desirable to
start with a solution containing as much or more sugar than
apple juice. When low grade honeys are used as the raw
material, it is very easy to obtain the proper dilution. Most
honey produced in the arid region contains about 80 per cent
of fermentable matter and may be weighed off and diluted with
the requisite amount of water. Where washings are used,
however, they may need strengthening or diluting. This can
be easily governed by the use of a specific gravity spindle,
which may be obtained at small cost. The Brix saccharometer
is such an instrument, arranged to read percentages of sugar
directly at 17.5 degrees C. (about 65 degrees Fahr.) but for the
present purposes no attention need be paid to temperature.
In case an ordinary hydrometer is used, it should read from
6.8 degrees to 8.5 degrees Baume, or from 1.048 to 1.061 specific
gravity. This will give a sugar solution of from 12 to 15 per
cent, which is a very advantageous strength for fermentation.
If the finished product is stronger than necessary, it can be
watered just as honestly, in this case, after as before the fer-
mentation is complete. The yield will depend largely upon the
purity of the fermentation, and upon the extent to which
degenerative processes are absent.

Having prepared the diluted honey of proper strength, we
next add the fertilizing materials and a little yeast. As pre-
viously shown, the best material is ammonium chloride and
potassium phosphate, about one part of each per 1000 parts of
solution. Unfortunately, potassium phosphate is seldom to be
had in the drug store and we must rely on other chemicals to
take its place. This is best done by using sodium phosphate
and potassium sulphate; of each about one part per 1000.
This combination is much cheaper than the rather expensive
potassium phosphate and is to be recommended where large
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amounts of honey vinegar are made. These chemicals can be
obtained in large quantities for about 15 cents per pound.
The small producer, who cannot afford to buy large amounts at
wholesale, will experience much difficulty in getting potassium
sulphate, but experiments in this laboratory have shown that
potassium bicarbonate, a chemical to be had in every drug
shop, can be substituted with nearly as good results. The
chemicals are absolutely harmless and are in no sense of the
word to be considered adulterants. Care should be taken to
secure well water of good quality, preferably hard but not too
salty.

Formula: When a barrel of honey vinegar is to be made
for family use or by the small producer, we offer the following
formula:

Strained honey 40 to 45 lbs.
Water 30 gall.
Ammonium chloride 4 oz.
Potassium bicarbonate 2 oz.
Sodium phosphate 2 oz.
One-quarter cake of dry yeast softened in lukewarm water.

The chemicals for making thirty gallons will cost about 25
cents in a small way, but on a large scale not more than 10 cents.
Somewhat larger amounts of potassium bicarbonate and sodium
phosphate, would give better results, but the amounts are here
cut to the minimum to bring the cost low enough to make it
profitable.

In from three to four weeks all visible fermentation will
have ceased and the yeast settled out Now rack off the wine,
add ten gallons of good vinegar, and let stand undisturbed in a
place having as nearly as possible an even temperature of from
75 to 80 degrees Fahrenheit. The acetic fermentation may be
started by floating mother or the scum from an older cask on
the surface of the mixture by means of thin cork shavings.
Carried out in this way and at a suitable temperature (tempera-
tures over 85 degrees Fahrenheit will retard the process and
cause loss of both alcohol and acid) a good honey vinegar can
be produced in from four to six months.

A. E. VINSON.



DISK-HARROWING ALFALFA.

No. 61, DECEMBER 1, 1906.

The disking of alfalfa is quite generally practiced wherever
the crop is grown in this country. There are several good
reasons for this procedure varying somewhat in the order of
their merit according to local conditions.

In the first place, the sharp disks, set at a slight angle,
split and spread the crowns of many of the plants causing them
to stool and send up an increased number of stems. Little or
no damage results from the operation, which should be carried
on in winter or after a cutting, when the alfalfa is in stubble.
At the same time large numbers of shallow-rooted annual weeds,
such as wild barley in the Southwest, are uprooted.

In some localities, also, the resulting mulch of loose earth
is stated to conserve the soil moisture at times when rainfall
is slight or irrigating water scarce. To this should be added
the observation that disking incorporates with the surface soil
much fertilizing material, especially alfalfa leaves which are
lost during the operations of haying.

In some sections of the country disking operates against
certain insect enemies of alfalfa by destroying their egg deposits
and larvae. In Kansas and Nebraska grasshoppers are said to
be reduced by early spring disking; and in Arizona it is not
unlikely that hibernating caterpillars of the alfalfa butterfly,
Cohas eurytheme, are to some extent destroyed by winter-disk-
ing alfalfa fields.

In addition to the reasons for disking alfalfa mentioned
above, there are others more or less peculiar to the Southwest.
Throughout most of this region the mild winter season permits
the growth of an intercultural forage crop of some cereal plant,
such as barley, wheat or oats. The disk-harrow is an excellent
means of seeding alfalfa fields in the fall with these winter
growing grains, which make good progress during the months
when alfalfa is dormant.
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The soil itself, of Southwestern alfalfa fields, is subject to
certain untoward conditions to which disking and harrowing
may be applied with advantage. As elsewhere, the passage of
hay-making machinery and work animals tends to pack the
surface soil thereby lessening the penetration of air and water
to the roots of the crop; and in addition, during our mild
winter season, alfalfa fields are usually heavily pastured by
cattle and horses, sometimes for several months of the year.

More peculiar, however, to Southwestern irrigated situ-
ations are the silt-blankets resulting from the use of the muddy
irrigating waters characteristic of the region. These silt-laden
waters, when applied to an irrigated field, drop their load of
detritus upon the surface of the soil in a layer decreasing in
thickness from the head to the foot of the field. Inasmuch as
alfalfa is a perennial crop which cannot be deeply cultivated
these sediments accumulate from year to year in deposits which
frequently attain a thickness of 3 to 4 inches. Since the sedi-
ments composing these deposits are usually of a more or less
plastic character, these blankets are often noticeably impervious
to water and to air, limiting the supply of these essentials to
the deep root-systems of the plants. The result is a decreased
yield, especially at the heads of the fields, where accumulations
are thickest.

To measure the amount of depreciation, three representa-
tive fields of alfalfa near Yuma, Phoenix and Solomonville were
selected, divided into plats from their upper to their lower ends,
and the weight of alfalfa hay from each plat taken for one cut-
ting. Comparing these weights with the maximum yield at the
lower ends of the fields, where the least sediment had accumu-
lated, the percentage of depreciation in yield due to the silt-
blanket was estimated as follows:

Near Yuma, May 19, 1905, depreciation, in second cutting. , 6.3%
Near Phoenix, July 10, 1905, depreciation, in third cutting. . . . 9.7%
Near Solomonville, June 23, 1905, depreciation, in second cutting . 27.6%

A fourth field near Mesa, Arizona, irrigated with clear,
pumped water produced its heaviest crop next the ditch, where,
sedimentary deposits being absent, more thorough irrigation
was secured.
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Cultivation, by means of disk and spring-tooth harrows,
is the best available means of handling these accumulations in
alfalfa. This treatment breaks up the blanket and allows better
penetration of water and air into the soil Also, to some extent
it incorporates these sediments with the soil, thereby making
their fertilizing values available to the crop, which consequently
realizes benefit instead of detriment from them

Special machinery for the cultivation of alfalfa has been
devised on the principle of the disk-harrow, but with rows of
strong spikes or digging teeth in place of the continuous edges
of disks. These machines are stated to be in successful oper-
ation in Australia and South Africa, and one form, the
Emerson alfalfa harrow, was introduced into Arizona in 1907.
The statements of those using this machine indicate that it
affords satisfactory results when the soil is in tillable condition
Weeds, trash, baling wire, and muddy soil will clog it in
spite of the self-cleaning device; but these things interfere
with the working of other agricultural tools as well It is
also stated to be superior to the ordinary disk for pulverizing
purposes, especially heavy, lumpy ground.

One man with an eight-foot machine and four horses will
get over eight to ten acres of alfalfa in a day. This work may be
done in winter when teams are more at leisure; but it is probable
that in summer also, after cutting and before irrigating, an
occasional disking, to break up the sediment-blanket, may be
well worth while, especially on the upper ends of alfalfa
fields.

"Slick7' spots, resulting from a dense, packed condition of
certain local soil formations well known in Arizona, may also
be improved by disk or spike-tooth harrowing.

Summary; At a trifling cost, therefore, varying according
to individual circumstances, the disk-harrow splits and spreads
the crowns of alfalfa plants, causing them to develop additional
tops; it destroys the egg deposits and larvae of certian injurious
insects; it destroys weeds; it breaks up the silt-blanket result-
ing from the use of muddy irrigating water, allowing better
penetration of water and air to the roots of tjie crop; it loosens
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up certain dense soils; and to some extent it incorporates
beneficial sediments and fallen alfalfa leaves with the soil.

It is quite probable, speaking conservatively, that for some
or all of these reasons the average alfalfa crop in Arizona may
be increased 10 to 20 per cent by disking. But the cost of
handling the larger crop is not greater in proportion; therefore,
the net profit of disking, on the basis of the above estimate,
may be increased somewhat more.

R. H. FORBES.

SUGGESTIONS FOR ARBOR DAY PLANTING.

No. 62, JANUARY 1, 1907.

The ornamentation of a southern Arizona home with trees
and shrubs is for various reasons often attended with more
than usual difficulty. Except in the fertile valleys, the com
monly limited soil covering necessitates the digging of holes in
the underlying caliche, to be filled with soil; the prolonged, hot,
dry summers render unavoidable no little care in the way of
irrigation and cultivation; and oftentimes the limited or irreg-
ular water supply; constitute serious drawbacks to the beautify-
ing of one's home surroundings. On the other hand, the more
or less absence of green over our mesas, the real pleasure exper-
ienced in growing trees amidst desert surroundings, and especially
the added comforts resulting from the shade and diffused sunlight
during our hot summer months, to say nothing of the benefit?
to the community at large, are more than sufficient to justify
the necessary expenditure of time and money in the planting
and growing of trees. The increasing demand in our Territory
for desirable ornamental trees and shrubs, and for information
relating to their successful growth is perhaps the most convincing
evidence in support of this statement.

Successful trees commonly planted: Excellent results in the
way of ornamentation in southern Arizona below altitudes of
three thousand feet have come from the planting of such trees
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as the native cottonwood, Arizona ash, red, weeping and Russian
mulberries, umbrella, pepper, black locust, honey locust (prefer-
ably spineless individuals), catalpa, bagote, mesquite, paloverde,
and Mexican elder; also from the less planted Mission olive,
Japanese loquat, Washingtonia, Canary and date palms, and
the evergreen poplar, Sterculia diversifolia,—many of which
have been recommended in earlier publications of the Station.
Of the above list, the pepper, olive, loquat, bagote, evergreen
poplar and for the most part the various palms are injured
with more than about fifteen degrees of frost and hence it is
not advisable to plant them in localities as cold as the upper
Gila valley, except in somewhat protected situations.

The native cottonwood, only the staminate trees of which
should be planted, is easily our largest and most rapidly growing
tree. As would be expected it requires a larger amount of water
for its growth than any other of our trees. The Arizona ash
ranks next to the cottonwood in size, though it is decidedly a
slower growing tree. The numerous fine specimens of native
ash on the University grounds are among the handsomest of
our deciduous trees.

Extremely drought-resistant species: The honey locust, mes-
quite, bagote, paloverde and Mexican elder, as well as the soap-
berry, or wild china berry, screw-bean and ironwood, will
do fairly well when permanently rooted with only an occasional
irrigation. Such trees as these will be found very desirable for
planting about school grounds and other locations where little
or no attention may be given them during a considerable por-
tion of the year.

Other species for ornamental planting: The principal object
of the writer of this article, however, is to call attention to cer-
tain very desirable evergreen species for park and home planting,
which as yet are but little known to the public. Among these
are the true cedars from the Orient, the Monterey, Italian and
Arizona cypresses, the Chinese arbor vitae, and two species of
resistant Eucalypts. As concerns adaptability, it will be noticed
that two of the cypresses are natives of Arizona and California,
while the Italian cypress together with cedars and the Eucalypts
mentioned are indigenous to mild semi-arid regions very similar
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to our own. With one exception, viz ; the cedar of Lebanon,
which has not been given a trial as yet, representatives of all
these species are growing successfully on the University grounds
or in Tucson, where they appear to be equally resistant to our
hot, dry summers and occasional frosty winter nights. They
should prove, therefore, valuable acquisitions to our growing list
of ornamentals

The true cedars. The Himalayan or Indian cedar is in many
respects the most desirable of this group. Two of these trees
planted about twrelve years ago are growing on the University
grounds, the larger of which under the more favorable conditions
is eight inches in diameter at the base and about twenty-five
feet in height These trees may be recognized by their bluish-
green foliage and graceful, slightly pendulous, horizontal branches
which are given off loosely from a straight trunk so as to form
a symmetrical, tapering, cone-like head Besides being the
handsomest of the cedars, the Indian cedar is said to be the
most rapid grower. It has been planted extensively in southern
Europe and within recent years in California. The renowned
cedar of Lebanon, associated with man since his early history,
and long celebrated for its tenure of life and magnificent, far-
reaching, flat-topped crowns, differs from the Indian cedar
principally in having denser, dark green foliage and shorter,
more rigid branches. So far as results in California show, it
appears to be equally well adapted to southwestern conditions.
Cedrus atlanhca, from the arid mountain regions of north Africa,
is another closel}7 related species and a very desirable variety
for planting. A correspondent writes from California that all
these trees thrive equally well there and that there is quite an
active demand for them, particularly the Indian cedar and
Cedrus atlantica, which are the handsomer varieties.

The Monterey cypress: Another valuable ornamental tree
for southern Arizona is the Monterey cypress from California.
In its native habitat it is limited to a dry, rocky area about
two hundred yards wide and a few miles in length along the
Pacific coast south of the Bay of Monterey, where it grows about
fifty feet high and forms in age a broad flat-topped crown resem-
bling that of the cedar of Lebanon. With cultivation it becomes
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a beautiful, symmetrical, rapid-growing evergreen. It is much
planted in California, being used especiallyfor ornamental hedges,
and is also popular in southern Europe, Australia and parts of
South America. The Monterey cypress has been planted but little
in Arizona as yet, since its fitness for our climatic conditions
is not generally known. HandsDme specimens of it, twenty
to twenty-five feet high eight years after planting, are growing
at Safford, Arizona, where it has been successfully introduced
by Mr. R. A. Smith, Sr. Mr. Smith considers this the hardiest
and most desirable evergreen for the upper Gila country.

The Arizona cypress: Our native Arizona cypress, long
accustomed to southwestern conditions, also should not be over-
looked in the matter of evergreen selection At altitudes of
four to six thousand feet in the mountains of southern Arizona
it grows to a height of thirty to forty feet or occasionally more.
While a slower-growing tree than the Monterey cypress, it is
apparently more resistant, being especially adapted to arid,
exposed situations for which reason it promises to be valuable
for forest reclamation work at the lower altitudes. A single
thrifty tree twelve feet high with the characteristic bluish-green
foliage and pleasant aroma may be seen on the University
grounds in front of the president's cottage. While it cannot
be bought from nurseries, it may be grown readily from seeds,
which may be collected in our mountains at almost any time
during the year and sown the following spring under lattice-
work.

The Chinese arbor mtae: This is a small, compact, pyram-
idal tree with bright green foliage, especially suitable for
planting in small lawns. There are numerous varieties on the
market some of which have golden tinted foliage. While this
species is but little planted as yet, it does remarkably well
both about Tucson and in the upper Gila valley.

Resistant Eucalypts: On account of their symmetrical
growth and extremely resistant qualities, both Eucalyptus polyan-
thema and E rudis are desirable for planting in southern Arizona
at altitudes of 2500 feet or less. E. polyanthema, with its pleas-
ing form, profuse bloom and silvery-gray foliage is the hand-
somer tree and promises to rank with the pepper as an orna-
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mental Eucalyptus rudis has dark green foliage and even
when quite young forms a very shapely, compact head; it is
also the more rapid grower When small, however, it is sub-
ject to a peculiar disease characterized by abnormal branching
accompanied with yellowing and dying of its leaves.

The above recommended varieties of trees may be purchased
from the several excellent California nurseries well known to
Southwestern planters

Planting trees. The proper planting of trees is scarcely
secondary to the proper selection of varieties Especially over
our mesas where the caliche commonly lies near the surface,
holes should be dug four or five feet in diameter and nearly as
deep, and the hardpan below loosened with a pick or crowbar,
or better by means of blasting These holes are filled to within
a few inches of the top with ordinary sandy mesa soil which has
been mixed with about one-fifth its volume of chip dirt, which
prevents the soil from becoming packed and impervious After
a heavy flooding enough more soil should be added to make
up for settling, when the trees may be planted When well
started they should be watered thoroughly once in two or three
weeks, or often enough to keep the soil moist but not puddled
During the winter months, two or three waterings will suffice
It is very desirable to keep the soil loosened at least to a depth
of six inches about trees, so as to form a soil mulch and thus
lessen surface evaporation and at the same time permit more
air to get to the roots A better plan, however, is to use a heavy
mulch of chip dirt which also should be stirred from time to time.
With the observance of these suggestions one may plant trees
in Arizona with reasonable expectation of success.

J. J. THORNBER.



A LESSON IN INTENSIVE FARMING.

No. 63, JANUARY 15, 1907.

Just west of Yuma, Arizona, in the alluvial flood-plain of
the Colorado, lies a little farm of 7.2 acres which on May 1, 1905,
was virgin bottomland, covered with saltweed, arrowbrush and
creosote bushes. The original purpose of the tract was for
planting selected varieties of date palms imported by the U S.
Department of Agriculture from the Old World. The Experi-
ment Station, May 2, began preparing the ground, and on May
20 the work of levelling, bordering and irrigating the tract
and the planting of 152 palms, was completed.

The plan of work: Recognizing, however, that a farmer
with his living to make meantime, cannot afford to wait for an
orchard to come into bearing, it was planned to plant crops
for quick returns between the tree-rows, thus putting the work
on a feasible basis from the small farmer's point of view. In
order to economize ground the irrigating borders were so placed
as to coincide with the rows of palms, thus utilizing space other-
wise usually wasted. The tract was divided by the borders
into lands, for the most part one-half an acre in size. Irrigating
water from the Colorado Valley P & I. Canal was obtained in
the customary manner, and E. L. Crane, himself a Yuma valley
farmer, undertook the care of what was nicknamed our "play
farm."

In size, as well as in the intensive character of the work
planned, this "farm" is the opposite of the average holdings of
this locality. The prevailing crops of the region are alfalfa,
corn, barley, and forages in general, comparatively little atten-
tion being given to vegetables and fruits. Withal, the cost of
levelling land in this region is high, rarely falling below twenty
dollars an acre at current prices for labor and teams. More-
over, the cost, exclusive of maintenance, of the Government irri-
gating system now under construction will be not less than $3.50
an acre annually for ten years. To meet these and other heavy
items of expense in connection with the establishment of a
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farm in this region, intensive crops of a more remunerative
character than those now in vogue, are essential. It was partly,
therefore, as an object lesson bearing upon these financial aspects
of the general situation, that this cultural work was planned.

Reclamation of the ground: The soil of our tract, a warm,
sandy loam well adapted to gardening operations, was leveled,
ditched and bordered at a contract price of $17.20 an acre,
considerably less than the average for the locality, reckoning
the labor of men and teams at current rates. In addition,
barbed wire and posts for fencing cost $60.10; lumber for head-
gates cost $39.57; a drive well point and pipe, a pitcher-spout
pump and a barrel, $13.45; a small lumber two-room house,
includiug 5£ days carpenter hire, $152.75; and a brush-roof
shelter for horses, about $5.00. Only skilled labor employed
in levelling, bordering and ditching the ground, and for part
construction of the house, is included in the above estimates,
as the common labor required ordinarily would be, and in this
case was, furnished by the farmer himself.

To bring this ground under cultivation and make it habit-
able for a small farmer and his family, as stated above, there-
fore required a cash outlay of about $400.00. In addition, in
the average instance must be included a team, wagon, plow,
harrow, haying equipment, shovels, hoes, and other small tools.

Crops and markets: The crops selected for the season of
1906 were Early Rose potatoes, White Bermuda onions, Rocky-
ford cantaloupes, Dwarf Champion and Burpee's Quarter Century
tomatoes, and alfalfa, besides a few hills of watermelons and
sundry vegetables.

The produce was marketed in Yuma with the exception of
tomatoes, which, for the largest part, were expressed to Tucson
and Bisbee. The following statements for the various crops
are on the basis of net cash returns to the small farmer, who
with an average family of five and a team of horses is assumed
to do the work required, as explained below. Items necessitating
cash outlay, as seed, irrigating water and crates are deducted
from gross returns. Water cost an average of 50c per irrigation
per acre for the crops grown. The yields in certain instances
are low, due to the unimproved condition of the soil, which like
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desert soils in general, was low in nitrogen and organic matter.
Some small salty areas also affected yields locally.

White Bermuda onions; .47 acres: Seed planted Sept. 27-
Oct. 3, 1905. .Young unions transplanted, Feb. 5-9, 1906.
Crop mature about June 1. Yield, 3916 pounds of dry onions.
Highest price received, 2̂ -c a pound; lowest price received, 1.8c
a pound. Bntire crop marketed in Yuma.

Cash outlay. Cash returns.
Seed $ 2.88
9 Irrigations in seed bed and 8 irri-

gations in field, about 3.50
Sacks and sundry, about 2.56

%3916 pounds of onions at 2.5—1.8c. $73.24
Net cash returns, not deducting

labor 64.30

$73.24 $73.24

The amount of labor expended upon this crop was large for
the area, especially at transplanting time. One day's team-
work in preparing the land and about 32 days, men's time,
were required to bring it through, although the work was not
heavy and could have been largely performed by boys. The
yield was low owing to the desert and unfertilized character of
the soil, onions requiring large amounts of organic matter in
the soil to give good results.

Early Rose potatoes; .84 acres; Seed-potatoes planted Feb.
16-19, 1906. Beginning to bloom April 13. Crop all harvested
June 13. Yield, 2615 pounds. Highest price, May 24, 3Jc.
Bulk of crop, 2f<e. All marketed in Yuma.

Cash outlay. Cash returns.
250 pounds seed-potatoes and

freight on same $ 8.03
Irrigating water for Sesbania used as

fertilizer 2.98
2 irrigations for crop .84
Formaline for scab, including ex-

press 1.00
2615 pounds of potatoes at 3^-2|c. $70.00
Net cash returns, not deducting

labor 57.15

$70.00 $70.00

The amount of labor required for the crop itself was about
15 working days, with team 1£ days. The sesbania used as
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green manuring on the west half of the potato ground was given
17 irrigations. Bermuda grass, moreover, flourished beneath
the sesbania to such an extent as subsequently to require 23
days' labor for cleaning up the .45 acres so fertilized. Although
the larger part of the crop came from the sesbania fertilized
portion of the potatoes, this method of enriching the soil proved
very costly, 27 days men's time and 3 days team-work being
required to put the sesbania under and afterwards get rid of
the bermuda grass. Nevertheless, the labor entailed could
easily have been managed by a careful farmer, as the bermuda
digging was done in January when other work was not urgent.

Tomatoes, Dwarf Champion and Burpee's Quarter Century;
.52 acres: Seed planted in cold-frame Feb. 1, 1906. Trans-
planted to field, March 12-15. First ripe tomatoes, June 10.
Last of marketable crop, Sept. 8. Yield, first-class, 11282
pounds; second-class, salable, 2249 pounds; waste, most of
which could have been canned, 1810 pounds. Total crop of
3300 vines, 15341 pounds or 4.6 pounds, gross, to the vine.
Highest price received, 30c for a single pound on June 10.
Bulk of first-class crop sold during July in Tucson and Bisbee
markets, at 6J to 4^c f. o. b. Yuma. Second-class crop sold
locally down to 2c.

Cash outlay. Cash returns.
Seed $ 1.72
18 irrigations 4.50
438 crates for shipments to Tucson

and Bisbee 66.50
13531 pounds of tomatoes at 30c to

2c $624.60*
Net cash returns, not deducting

labor 551.88

$624.60 $624.60
*Not including $14.60, failed to collect.

Until the last of June this crop required but little labor.
During the shipping season, however, four persons were employed
on about half time in picking, packing and shipping the crop.
The entire labor requirements for the crop were, men's time,
85 days; women and boys, 38 days; and team 10 days, the
heaviest demand upon labor being during July. Dwarf Cham-
pion and Burpee's Quarter Century yielded about equally well,
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both being of the dwarf bushy sorts best adapted to this climate.
Barnyard manure was used under the double rows, otherwise
the ground was unfertilized save by the muddy irrigating water
used.

Rocky ford cantaloupes; 1 acre: Seed planted March 7-9,
1906. Cold, backward season resulting in thin stand equal to
about three-fourths of an acre. Crop picked July 5 to Sept. 7.
Yield 780 dozen, sold locally at from 35c to 15c a dozen.

Cash outlay. Cash returns.
1 pound seed $ 1.00
16 irrigations , 8.00
780 dozen cantaloupes at 35 to 15c. $144.60
Net cash returns, not deducting

labor 135.60

$144.60 $144.60
The labor on this crop was light, but in this case time con-

suming, because of inconvenient arrangements for marketing.
There were employed on the crop 31 days, men's time; 8 days,
women and boys; and 2 days team, not otherwise included.

The crop was fertilized with barnyard manure in about
three-fourths of the hills, and, as stated above, the stand was
poor. The results for this acre are therefore conservative.

Watermelons; and sundry small items were marketed
locally.

Total sales $15.65
Seed and irrigating water, about . . $ 2.00
Leaving a cash return of a b o u t . . . . 13.65

$15.65 $15.65
Alfalfa; 1.70 acres: This was sown May 18, 1905, yielding

three cuttings of about 5 tons of clean hay the first season.
During the second season, covered by this Timely Hint, there
were 7 cuttings with a total of about 20 tons of hay. The only
cash outlay was $22.41 for irrigating water. The labor required
was, men's time, 14 days and team 9 days, which is a rather
high labor requirement for this alfalfa on account of the small
size of the field under consideration, and limited use of machinery.
This crop at $5.00 to $10.00 a ton, loose, which has been the
price this season, represents a cash return of not less than $120.00
for the crop; but this hay was used to feed the team employed
on the place, proving to be more than sufficient for that purpose,
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quickly takes possession of neglected ground and is soon firmly
established Ditch banks, borders of alfalfa fields and farm
roadways are favorite points of attack, and it is practically
impossible to resist the encroachments of this grass on a large
farm with unintensive crops, because of the relatively large
expense in fighting it

But on a small farm intensively cultivated, the destruction
of bermuda is but an incident in the tillage of profitable crops
Beginning with ground free from bermuda, 30 days work was
required to keep this grass under control in our 7 2 acres, from
May, 1905, to September, 1906. Of this, however, about 23
days was required to clear .45 acres of sesbania ground in which
the grass gained its best foothold Ten days work was required
to keep 1 7 acres of alfalfa free from bermuda during two grow-
ing seasons At $1.50 a day for labor, this means a cost of
$4 40 an acre a year for bermuda in our alfalfa and it is probably
near the truth to say that large fields would require about $2 50
an acre a year, with labor at $1 50, to keep this weed under
control It is sufficient to say that crops which are not culti-
vable for any considerable period of time and which do not
densely shade the ground, even during a short growing period,
are seriously questionable for this region; but in other cases,
the necessity for constant cultivation to keep bermuda under
control, will thus result in benefit to the crop

But whether the profitableness or the necessity of intensive
culture in this region be considered, it remains true that "the
little farm well tilled" must be recognized as the unit upon
which will rest the future and maximum development of the
Colorado river region.

R. H. FORBES,



SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF THE CODLING
MOTH.

No. 64, FEBRUARY 15, 1907.

Since the appearance of the codling moth in the upper
Gila, Verde, and Little Colorado valleys, in Arizona, numerous
letters have been received from small fruit growers asking for
a description of it, together with methods of combating it. In
the beginning it may be well to state that when once the codling
moth has secured a hold in a locality it has never been known
to be wholly eradicated, even with the most careful measures,
nor to disappear as the result of climatic conditions or other
natural causes, though the latter assist very much in holding
it in check.

Life history and description of the codling moth: The apple
grower should be familiar with the various stages in the life
history of this insect, in order to understand the principles
underlying the methods of control, and also to be able to adapt
the treatment to local conditions and seasonable variations.
The codling moth winters over in a larval or worm stage in small
silken cocoons in holes and cracks about apple tree trunks,
under flakes of bark, splinters of fence boards or posts, in or
about apple houses or dwellings in orchards; also, among piles
of waste apples, weeds, paper, rags and other rubbish. In the
spring these larvae change to pupae and emerge as moths, for
the most part two or three weeks after apple trees have blos-
somed.

The moth varies somewhat in size, being about three-eighths
of an inch in length. Its front wings are brownish in color and
crossed with gray lines so as to resemble a piece of brown watered
silk; at the tips there is a definite brown spot marked with
bronze or golden lines. The hind wings are grayish brown.

The eggs, which are laid both on the leaves and the fruit,
are about the size of a pin-hea4, pearl-white in color, and flat-
tened and oval in shape. In six to twelve days, according to
the temperature, the eggs hatch, and the young larvae begin
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to feed on the leaves and the young fruit About 80 per cent
of these very soon find their way to the partially closed calyx
of the young fruit where they feed for a time, ultimately eating
to the center of the apple The remaining 20 per cent of worms
enter apples from the sides. These worms live in the fruit
about twenty days, becoming in the meantime fully developed,
when they are five-eighths of an inch in length and white, or
pinkish, in color.

At this time they leave the fruits to seek hiding places
already noted, in which to spin cocoons and pupate. These
worms now change into pupae which emerge from the cocoon
about twenty days from the time it was spun, and from which
develop another generation of moths. These in turn lay eggs
from which develop the second generation of larvae This
second brood of larvae enter the fruit for the most part from
the sides Such, in brief, is the life history of the codling moth
which, on an average, extends over a period of fifty days.

On account of our warm summer temperatures, we may
expect two generations of the insect, and, perhaps, a partial
third one each year Unfortunately, these broods overlap,
which results in a'more or less continuous succession of worms
from the first and second generations entering the fruit for a
considerable portion of the season. This complicates very
much the matter of spraying, and results in some worm-eaten
apples, even with the most careful work

The use of Jbands Bands are frequently placed about
trunks of fruit trees to afford a good place for the the full-grown
larvae, as they crawl down, to spin their cocoons Strips of
burlap, gunny-sacking, or other dark colored material, ten or
twelve inches wide and folded once lengthwise are used for this
purpose, these are held in place on the tree by means of a small
nail having its head nipped off, driven about half-way in at a
slight angle. Bands should be put on trees by the first of June
and examined every ten days until about the first of September,
all worms and cocoons in the meantime being destroyed. After
September 1, few or no worms in cocoons will be found changing
into pupae, and hence these cocoons need not be destroyed
until the close of the season. In order to use bands successfully,
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all flakes of bark from the trunk of large limbs must be scraped
off; otherwise, worms will spin their cocoons under them.
In addition to keeping tree trunks clean, all decaying fruit,
dead limbs and trunks, weeds and other miscellaneous trash
should be promptly removed and destroyed. While bands are
a valuable adjunct to spraying, they cannot take its place.

Spraying the most efficient treatment,: Spraying with some
arsenical poison, such as Paris green or arsenite of lime with soda,
is now recognized as the best means of combating this pest
The young larvae must be killed while feeding on the leaves,
the sides of the fruit or in the partially closed calyx, for once
in the apple they are safe. The first spraying must, be done
as soon as the petals fall and before the calyx lobes have closed
up, so that a little poison may be placed in each calyx cup.
The spray should be applied to the leaves and young fruits
thoroughly and with sufficient force to form a dense mist, so
that a thin coating will remain everywhere after the water has
evaporated. When possible, advantage may be taken of the
wind to blow the mist into the trees A second spraying is
advisable about two weeks later when the larvae begin to enter
the fruit. These are directed against the larvae of the first
brood, and the more thorough this work the smaller will be the
number of moths from this generation to lay eggs for tfye next
It will be well to remember here that the larvae of the second
generation cause about ten times as much damage as those of
the first

One or more later sprayings should be ernpk^ed as the
larvae of the second generation begin to enter the fruit. These
are begun as soon as the first new worm holes are seen in the
fruit, which is about twenty-one days after the date when the
largest number of larvae of the first generation are ready to
spin cocoons. This matter is easily determined by the use of
the bands already noted.

Spray mixtures: Paris green is the best known of these
poisons. The following formula is commonly used:

Paris green 1 pound.
Lime (fresh unslaked) 3 pounds.
Water 150 gallons.
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The lirne should be slaked in small quantities as wanted.
Mix the Paris green with a small amount of water until a paste
is forme d, and then add this to the required amount of water
to which the lime has already been added. As Paris green
settles rapidly it should be applied with a spray pump having
a good agitator.

Arsenite of lime with soda has been found to be as effective
as Paris green and much cheaper. The formula is as follows:

White arsenic 1 pound.
Sal soda (crystals) 4 pounds.
Water 1 gallon.

The above are boiled together until dissolved, which will
require a* few minutes, and the water boiled away is replaced.
A pint of this stock solution is added to forty or fifty gallons of
water, together with four pounds of freshly slaked lime; after
thorough mixing this is ready for spraying. The excess of lime
prevents the foliage from being burned, and also enables one to
see how thoroughly the work is being done. Light showers
have but little effect on either of the above sprays, but a con-
tinuous rain makes it necessary to repeat them. The vessels
used in making the arsenic mixture must not be used for any-
thing else.

Arsenate of lead is another reliable and highly recommended
spray mixture. Though its preparation is simpler, it is some-
what more expensive than the arsenite of lime with soda. The
Eagle brand, which is one of the best, may be purchased of the
Adler Chemical Company, New York. Arsenate of lead may also
be prepared as follows:

Arsenate of soda 10 ounces.
Acetate of lead 24 "
Water; 150-200 gallons.

The ingredients are dissolved separately in a gallon or so
of water and then poured into the tank containing the water
for spraying, after which the liquid is stirred. They unite
quickly, forming the white, flocculent precipitate of lead arsenate
which remains in suspension readily. This spray mixture can
be used upon delicate plants without the addition of any lime.

Cost of spraying and spray pumps; Allowing two and one-
half gallons of spray mixture for an average tree, the cost of
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materials for spraying an orchard of five hundred trees with
arsenite of lime with soda will not exceed $1.50, If Paris
green is used the cost will be double or treble this.

For an orchard of several hundred trees one should pur-
chase a large size, hand, barrel spray pump equipped with two
leads of one-half inch hose, each fifteen feet long; and two eight-
foot bamboo extensions with double Vermorel nozzles. Such a
pump can be purchased from makers of spraying machinery,
at a cost not to exceed $25,00.

J. J. THORNBER,

CONTAGIOUS ABORTION IN CATTLE-

No. 65, MAY 15, 1907.

By contagious abortion is meant the premature birth of
the offspring, due to a specific infection communicated in various
ways. It has been brought to the writer's notice that a number
of cases of contagious abortion are present in Arizona herds.
To illustrate the range of infection a number of cases that have
been brought to light are given.

Mr. S , Phoenix, Ariz. Nine cows aborted in a herd
of thirty milk cows. Infection thought to have been commu-
nicated by a cow that was bred to the Experiment Station herd
bull. The aborting cows failed to breed. The disease has been
held in check by using sanitary precautions.

A number of cases of abortion were also reported where from
one to three cows in a herd were bred to this bull:

Mr. A , Phoenix, Ariz. Three cows bred to the Station
bull. One abortion folio wed; later, another. Mr.L , Phoenix,
Ariz. One family cow bred to this bull aborted in five months;
later, bred to the same bull in April, 1906, under sanitary
conditions, shows no signs of aborting.

Mr. P , Tempe, Ariz. Five cows aborted in 1904.
These cows were sold at a loss for beef, and his herd bull changed.
Herd has not suffered since.
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Mr. A , Tucson, Ariz. Contagious abortion present at
times. Sanitary precautions are now used as a preventative.

Mr. S , Bisbee, Ariz. Several cows reported as having
aborted. Cows were sold for beef.

The Experiment Station has a record of five cows aborting
in the farm herd. These animals have all been sold for beef,
with the exception of one cow, retained for experimental pur-
poses. The infection was, in all probability, originally com-
municated by the herd bull. Later, under strict sanitary con-
ditions, the dairy cow retained for experimental purposes has
been served by this bull and in due time dropped a living calf
in August, 1907. A young heifer was also served by the same
bull and dropped a living calf; and a number of cows belong-
ing to farmers living near the Station Fafm, have recently
been served by this animal and show no signs of abortion.

Contagious abortion occurs more frequently in dairy herds
than in any others, although beef cattle, sheep, horses and goats
may become infected. The prevalence of this disease in dairy
herds is probably due to the weakened condition of dairy cows
caused by the continuous drain of giving milk.

CAUSES AND TREATMENT.

Single cows may abort at times because of general debility,
fevers, acute diseases, indigestion, overwork, worry, bloating,
strains, blows, early breeding and in-breeding, or eating
of cottonwood bark, corn smut and ergot on grain and grasses;
stagnant water is considered dangerous. It is also reported
that cattle feeding in pine forests sometimes abort, but the cause
in such cases is not understood.

An animal aborting under these conditions should not be
condemned at once as she will not likely abort again. She
should, however, be isolated and receive sanitary care.

Contagious abortion spreads rapidly from animal to animal.
It may be communicated by infected animals of either sex, or
by unclean surroundings, such as stalls, bedding, or the fences
of a farmyard where a cow has aborted, and to which healthy
animals are allowed access.
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immunity, so that there is a possibility that we may be able
in time to vaccinate our herds and keep the disease in cheek,

PRECAUTIONS.
All cows that have aborted or that are suspected should

be isolated from healthy animals. Just as soon as a cow aborts,
the offspring and afterbirth should be destroyed by burning
and the immediate surroundings treated with lime after the
trash has been removed and burned; all woodwork should be
thoroughly disinfected by the use of corrosive sublimate. This
can be obtained, with directions for use, at any drug store.
A second disinfection with corrosive sublimate should take place
ten days later.

It is well to keep the following points in mind:
1. Destruction of foetus and afterbirth by burning.
2. Isolation of the animal and the providing of quiet,

shady and comfortable quarters.
3. Disinfection of aborting animals by irrigating the vagina

with some good disinfectant.
4. Disinfection of the stable and premises by spraying

them a number of times with some disinfectant and by burning
the bedding and trash.

5. Disinfection of animals that have been exposed.
6. Disinfection of the herd bull before and after each

service.
7. Sanitary care. The use of the adobe water tank should

be abolished, as it is a hot-bed for disease. Aborting cows or
those that have been exposed may infect the surroundings so
that the disease may find its way to new animals or keep the
infected ones in a diseased condition.

REMEDIES.
Cows that have aborted should be washed out daily with

a one per cent solution of creolin or lysol until all discharge is
stopped. It is somewhat risky to use this treatment with
pregnant cows, but in this case a tablespoonful of sodium
hyposulphite, once in twenty-four hours, should be given as a
drench. All of these, with directions for using, may be obtained
at nearly any drug store.

F. W. WILSON.
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Although nurse crops, particularly wheat, barley and oats,
are quite generally sown with alfalfa, this practice is in recent
years losing ground. It has been found that the young alfalfa
does not usually need the protection afforded by a nurse crop
and that it does not profit by dividing space, either above ground
or below, with other plants.

In the fall of 1905, with a view to ascertaining the effects
of nurse crops upon alfalfa under Southwestern conditions, the
writer planted successive plats of alfalfa in pure culture, and
with wheat, rye, barley, and oats as nurse crops. Conditions
of irrigation were identical, observations being made in March
following, upon the well grown plants about three weeks before
blooming.

Effect on height of plants and stooling: At this time the
height of the plants in the pure culture was from 15 to 17 inches.
In the nurse crop, the alfalfa varied from 12 inches down, being
generally not more than 6 or 8 inches high. Near the edge of
the pure culture plat the plants at this stage had generally two
or three full grown stems, decreasing to as few as one or two in
the middle of the plat. With the nurse crops, however, the
alfalfa plants had but one stem.

The alfalfa plant also stools or throws out shoots from the
crown, which in turn become other stems. The more vigorous
the plant and the more room, light and food supply it has, the
more numerous are these offshoots, as was observed on plants
near the edge of the plat. In the middle of the plat, the num-
ber of offshoots was materially less. Plants having two full
giown stems uniformly had considerably more shoots than those
with one stem. Alfalfa plants in the nurse crop uniformly had
few shoots, only a fraction as many in number as those on plants
in pure culture. It follows in connection with these observa-
tions that the tendency of nurse crops is detrimental, due to the
fact that the better the exposure of alfalfa to the external
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factors of growth, as food supply and light, the greater is the
vigor of the plant.

Effect on weight of plants: The weights of ten average
alfalfa plants from various cultures were taken and found to be
as follows:

From pure culture, ordinary stand 75.0 grams.
From pure culture, too thick 21.3 "
From rye, two-thirds stand 10.2 "
From wheat, one-half stand 12.5 **
From wheat, full stand 2.0 **

From these figures appears even more strikingly than before
the injurious effect of a nurse crop on the development of young
alfalfa. Further, it may be remarked that alfalfa which has
been shaded by a nurse crop or otherwise, lacks in firmness of
substance as compared with plants grown in pure culture and
with full exposure to light.

Effect on root development: Observations were made also
on root development in the different plats. Here the differences
are more striking than above ground. Alfalfa roots in pure
culture had, at the time of these observations, reached a depth
of about 18 inches, whereas those grown with nurse crops had
only in the thinner stands of such crops attained to a depth of
12 inches. Further, the same differences in vigor of develop-
ment were found under ground as above, for in general the
roots of alfalfa plants grown with nurse crops were thin and
spindling as compared with those grown in pure culture, and
they were much less branched.

Cause of til-effects of nurse crops: Lack of food supply or
water could not account for this difference between plants
grown with or without nurse crops for the land is naturally rich
and was kept well irrigated. The injurious effects of the nurse
crops must be attributed, to a considerable extent, to their
shading the lower and slower growing young alfalfa plants. In
fact, alfalfa plants grown with nurse crops, have every appear-
ance of suffering from insufficient light. The development of
leaf expanse is greatly reduced, the internodes are abnormally
lengthened, but decreased in number, the plant substance is
soft and watery, showing insufficient elaboration of food material,
and the root development is small.



Wheat
grams

288
165
127

Oats
grams

212
161
48
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Effect of alfalfa on nurse crops and on inter cultures: Obser-
vations were also made as to the effect of alfalfa on nurse crops,
and upon the different ntirse crop plants used as intercultures
in an adjoining rather thin stand of old alfalfa. The intercul-
tural crops in old alfalfa were planted for about one-third of a
stand. In the case of rye, there was no material difference in height
between the pure culture, the nurse crop and the interculture;
but the rye planted as a nurse crop or as interculture would not
tiller; and as a nurse crop it made somewhat slenderer stalks
than it did in pure culture. The weights in grams of twenty-
five representative stalks of each of the three plats were as
follows:

Rye
grams

As pure culture 225
As nurse crop with alfalfa 122
As interculture in alfalfa 139

As remarked above, the cereals grown as nurse crops or
intercultures did not tiller. They made only one stem from
each seed. But rye growing in pure culture on the edge of the
plat, where it had more light, stooled abundantly, for instance,
one ordinary stool having twenty-three stalks and another
thirty-nine.

A practical test: A practical comparison was made on a
field scale between alfalfa planted with and without a nurse
crop in the season of 1904-05. A piece of land was at that
time stocked down to alfalfa, using oats as a nurse crop. Adjoin-
ing was a piece in pure culture. The difference in the develop-
ment of alfalfa in the two fields was so striking that an examina-
tion was made. That in pure culture was about 18 inches high,
being of the usual height and development. That planted with
the nurse crop was noticeably thinner on the ground, generally
not more than 8 inches high varying down to not more than 2
inches, and little developed generally. In the pure culture the
roots extended downward to a depth of about two feet and some-
times deeper. The roots of alfalfa planted with oats generally
extended down from 2 to 6 inches. It is evident that deep-
rooted plants like those in pure culture can stand drought longer
than can shallow-rooted plants, like those grown with nurse
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crops, even if all other conditions of vigor of growth are equah
Just these effects due to differences in root development showed
themselves strikingly in the experimental plats later on. Through
May and June a shortage of water, usual at this season of the
year, was experienced, and these fields could not be irrigated
until summer rains came in July. The second crop on the pure
culture plat was cut about the first of June when about half*
grown, in order to save the roots, the tops having begun to dry
up. The alfalfa grown with the nurse crop had to be cut over
earlier and twice in order to save the roots. When water was
obtained the alfalfa in pure culture resumed growth and con-
tinued producing normally the rest of the season. The plats
planted with nurse crops came on slowly, a fair cutting was not
obtained until fall and a normal cutting not until the next season.
In the meantime, during the drought, the shallow-rooted plants
had suffered more than the deep-rooted plants and save for
prompt work in cutting, the stand would have been lost.

In conclusion, it appears from the above observations:
1. That the nurse crops hinder the development of tops

and roots of alfalfa, especially when by reason of a thick stand
or rank growth shading effects are excessive.

2. After the removal of the nurse crop the weakened and
undeveloped alfalfa plants are poorly fitted to withstand drought
and the stand may be lost.

3. In the average instance the loss in yield of alfalfa due
to a nurse crop probably more than offsets extra return from
the nurse crop itself.

V. A. CLARK.


